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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Sachan [2] has established duality theorems for a class of stochastic 
programming problems. The object of this paper is to formulate in complex 
space a pair of nonlinear programming problems and establish well known 
duality theorems. The results of Levinson [l], Hanson and Mond [6], 
Bhatia and Kaul[4], all appear as particular cases. 
2. THE PROBLEMS 
Consider the following problem to be called primal (P): 
Minimize 
f(z) = Re [D*Z + i (Z*PZ)I’~ + Q Z*sZ] , 
i=l 
subject to 
where 
I argP - 41 < 01, 
I arg Z I < P, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(i) S and p, i = l,..., Y are positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices 
of order n; 
(ii) A is an m X n complex matrix. 
(iii) Z and D are complex n-vectors, and b is an m-vector; 
(iv) 01 and /3 are real m x 1 and n x 1 vectors, respectively, such that 
0 < < OIi a/2, 0 < pi < 77/2, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
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This may also be expressed as 
0 < 01 < a/2, 0 d B d 74, 
where x/2 is a vector of appropriate dimension. A dual to the problem (P) 
denoted by (D) is the following: 
Maximize 
subject to 
g(U, V) = Re(b*V - 4 U*SU) 
1arg(-A*Y+~le’W,+SU+D)I~n/2--8, (2.3) 
w,*pwi < 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., r, (2.4) 
1 arg I’ ] < r/2 - 0~. (2.5) 
Where V is an m-dimensional complex vector, U and Wi (i = l,..., r) are 
n-dimensional complex vectors, * over a letter is used to denote the conjugate 
transpose. The symbols A, D, b, &i, S, oi, and fi are the same as defined for 
problem (P). 
We list below a number of previously established lemmas that will be 
required in proving the duality theorems. 
LEMMA 2.1 [l]. If 2, and 2, are any two complex vectors such that 
then 
I arg Zl I G a < 42, 
I arg Z2 I d 01, 
I arg(-% + Z2)l < a. 
LEMMA 2.2 [3]. If Z and Ware any complex vectors of the same dimension 
and C is a positive semifinite Hermitian matrix of appropriate order, then 
Re(Z*CW) < (Z*CZ)1/2 ( W*CYJV’)~I~. 
LEMMA 2.3 [4]. If D is a positive semidejkite Hermitian matrix, then 
[(Z,, + Z)* D(Z,, + Z)]“” < [Z” Dz]1/2 + [Z,” DZ,,]1/2. 
LEMMA 2.4 [4]. The system 
I arg(AZ - WI < 01, I arg Z I ,< Is, 
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I a&-- A*V)l < 4 - B, 1 arg V 1 < n/2 - cy, 
and 
has none. 
Re(b*V) > 0 
3. DUALITY THEOREMS 
THEOREM 3.1. The in..mum off (2) over the constraint set of the primal 
problem is greater than 07 equal to the supremum of g( U, V), over the constraint 
set of the dual problem. 
Proof. LetZand(U,V,W, ,..., W,.) be any feasible solutions to the primal 
and the dual problems, respectively. We then have 
f  (2) = Re [D+Z + $I (Z*QQiZ)1’2 + 3 (Z*SZ)] 
(3.1) 
> Re [D*Z + i (Z*QiZ)lj2 ( W,*Q” WJ1j2 + =$ Z*SZ] , 
i=l 
where the last inequality follows on using (2.4). 
From (2.2) and (2.3) we have 
) ax-% [- A*V + glpwi + SU + D],) , 
< I arg Zk I + arg / [-A*V+~lQW+SU+D]k[ <74. 
k = 1) 2 ,...) n. 
Hence 
Re[Z*(-A*V+&W,+SU+D)] 20. (3.2) 
i=l 
Similarly from (2.1), and (2.5) we get 
I a&AZ - bh Vk I , k = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
< 1 arg(AZ - b)k I + I arg V, I < r/2. 
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Therefore 
Re[(AZ - b)* . V] > 0. (3.3) 
From (3.2) and (3.3) we can write the inequality as 
Re [i .Z*Q”W, + Z*SU + Z*D - b*V] 3 0. 
i=l 
(3.4) 
Since S is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix, we have the following 
inequality, 
3 z*sz $ gf U”SU 3 v*sz. (3.5) 
We can therefore write (3.1) in the form 
f(Z) 2 Re [D*Z + i (Z*Q”W,) + Z*SV- i U*SU] 
i=l 
> Re[b*V - 3 V*SV] = g( U, V), 
where the first inequality has been obtained on using (3.5) and Lemma 2.2 
and the second inequality on using (3.4). This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. The solution Z, of (P) is optimal isf Z, is optimal solution 
of the problem (PI): 
Minimize 
F(Z) = Re[D*Z + Z,*SZ - $Z,,*SZ,, + i (Z*pZ)+], 
i=l 
subject to 
I arg(AZ - b)l < 01) I arg Z I < P. 
proof. Suppose there exist another solution Zr to the problem (PI) such 
that 
v-1) - WG) -=c 0, 
i.e., 
Re 
[ 
D*(Z, - Z,) + i (Zl*~Zl)1’2 - $ (Z,,*Q”Z$” + Zo*S(Zl - ZJ] 
i=l 
< 0. (3.6) 
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Now define 
22 = -&l-t- w-1 - .a O<h<l. 
We show first that Z, is feasible for problem (P) 
I arg Z. I < P 3 I arg(l - 4 Z, I d B, 
I arg Zl I < P =$ I arg G I < 8. 
Therefore, using Lemma 2. I, we find that 
I arg Z2 I G & 
Similarly 
I art&% - 41 < OL * I arg(1 - A) (AZ, - b)l < 01, 
I arg(AZ, - b)[ < OL 3 / arg X(AZ, - b)j < LY, 
and again Lemma 2.1 yields, 
I arg(AZ, - b)l < (Y. 
Also 
f(Z2) - f(Z0) 
= Re D*[Z, + h(Z, - Z,,)] 
I 
+ g1 wll + F-1 - Zd” PVll + w-1 - zow” 
+ @ll + w-1 - -aI* q4l + w-1 - -&Jl - ~*&I 
- g1 (z,*pz,)l/2 - 8 z,*szo( 
= Re h[D*(Z, - Z,) + Z,,*S(Z, - Z,)] 
I 
+ f: [(I - X)2 z,*pz, + 2X(1 - A) z,*pz, + hyZl*pZl)]“2 
i=l 
+ (P/2) (Zl - .&I)* S(Zl - Zd - g1 (zo*viw2~ 
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< Re h[D*(Z, - 2,) + Z,*S(Z, - 2,) 
I 
+ g1 [(l - A) (zO*~ZO)1’2 + wG*Pw’21 
+ (F/2) [Z, - .&I>* qz1 - -&I) - g1 vo*p”zoY2~ 
= Re h 
I [ 
D*(Zr - ZJ + Z,*S(Zr - Za) 
+ g [(zl*Qiw2 - i czo*eaY2]] 
i=l 
+ P2/2) KG - Zcd” Wl - aI/ 9 (3.7) 
where the first inequality has been obtained on applying Lemma 2.2. 
Since the first term in the right hand side of (3.7) is strictly negative by 
(3.6), choosing X sufficiently small we can make right hand side of (3.7) 
negative. This implies that 
f(Z2) -fKJ < 0, 
which contradicts the hypothesis that Z,, is an optimal solution to the prob- 
lem (P). Thus, the assumption (3.6) is invalid and Z,, is an optimal solution 
to (PA* 
Conversely let Z, be an optimal solution to (PI), then for all feasible Z 
for the primal problem 
F(Z,,) - F(Z) = Re [D*(Z,, - Z) + i (Z,,*pZO)1/2 
i=l 
(3.8) 
- i (z*pzy + z,*sz, - zo*sz] < 0. 
i-1 
Now 
fG> - f(Z) 
= Re 
[ 
D*(Z,, - Z) + i (Z,,*Q”Z,J1/2 - r 
61 
z1 (Z” P-w2 
+ 4 z,*sz, - 4 z*sz] 
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= Re D*(Z,, - 2) + i (Z,,*~Z,)1’2 - i (Z*pZ)1/2 
i=l i=l 
+ zo*szo - zo*sz] + [zo*sz - 4 zo*szo - 4 Z"SZ]. (3.9) 
The first term in the right hand side of (3.9) is nonpositive by (3.8) and the 
second term is nonpositive by (3.5), which implies that 
Showing that 2, is an optimal solution for the problem (P), this completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. If .Z = 2, is a minimizing solution of the problem (P) then 
there exist a maximizing solution (U = 2, , V) for the problem (D) and the 
optimal values of the objective functions are equal. 
Proof. Let 2 = 2, be a minimizing solution of the problem (P). Then by 
Theorem 3.2, the problem (PI) has an optimal solution 2, and conversely. 
By the duality theorem for homogeneous programming [5,4], the dual of 
the program (Pr) is given by: 
Maximize 
subject to 
G(V) = Re[b*V - 4 Z,,*SZO], (3.10) 
jarg(--*V+~V”W,+SZ,+D)/~rr/2--, 
i=l 
wi*pwi < 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., r, 
1 arg V I < T/Z - 01, 
and it follows on similar lines as discussed in [4] that 
Max G(V) = MinF(2). 
Since 2 = 2, is a minimizing solution of problem (PI), there exists an optimal 
solution (2, , V,, , Wio), i = 1, 2 ,..., r of (3.10) such that 
Re[b*V, - 4 Z,*SZ,] 
= Re [D*Z, + Z,*S.Z, - 4 Zo*SZo + i (.Zo*,Zo)1~2] , 
i=l 
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or 
Re(b*Vs) = Re [D*ZO + Z,,*SZs + $I(Z,“Q’ZtJ’i’] . (3.11) 
The solution (Z,, , V, , IV,“) is also feasible for Problem (D). Therefore, for 
any feasible (U, V, WJ for problem (D), we have 
&Go 7 vo , W,“) - g(U, K Wi> 
= Re[(b*Vo - i Z,*SZ,) - (b*V - 4 U*SU)] 
= Re 
[ 
D*Z, + Z,*SZ, + i (Zo*QiZo)1/2 
i=l 
- g zo*szo - (b*v - Q u*scq] 
3 Re 
[ 
D*Z,, + 4 Z,*SZ, + i (.Zo*~Zo)1/2 
i=l 
- b"V + u*sz, - Q zo*szo] 
(using 3.11) 
3 Re D*Z, + i (Zo*Q”Zo)1/2 (Wi*~Wi)1/2 - b*V + U*SZo] 
i=l 
> Re [D*Zo + i (Zo*Q”Wi) - b*V + U*SZ] , 
i=l 
20 
where the first inequality has been obtained by using (3.5), the second 
inequality by using (2.4) and the last by using (3.4). 
This implies that (Z, , V, , Wio) is the maximizing solution of the problem 
(D). Also from (3.11) we have 
g(Z, , V, , W:) = Re[b*V, - 4 Zo*SZo] 
= Re [D*Zo + $ Z,*SZ, + $I (Zo*~Zo)1~2] 
= f G-0). 
Hence the extreme values of the two programs are equal. 
THEOREM 3.4. If the dual problem (D) is feasible and g( U, I/, WI ,..., W,) 
is bounded, then the primal is feasible. 
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Proof. Let (U, , V, , ZVio), i = l,..., r be feasible for the dual prob- 
lem (D). Assume that the primal problem (P) is infeasible. By Lemma 2.4 
there exist a vector V satisfying 
and 
1 arg(- A*V)l < i~r/2 - p, 1 arg V [ < 7r/2 - (Y 
Re(b*V) > 0. 
Thus for any t 3 0, (U, , V, + t V, W,O) is feasible for the dual and 
g(U,, V, + tV, Wio) = Re[b*(Vo + tV) - &(U,*SU,)] 
= Reg(U, , V,) + t Re(b*V). 
p~g(Uo, Jfo + tv W,“) = + co 
on account of 
Re(b*V) > 0 
which contradicts the assumption that g(U, V) is bounded. 
THEOREM 3.5. If  (U, , V, , WI0 ,..., W,O) is an optimal solution to the dual 
problem (D), then there exist 2, = U, such that 2, is an optimal solution to 
the primal problem (P) and the respective extreme values of (P) and (D) are 
equal. 
This theorem shall be proved if the following hypothesis H, is satisfied: 
H,: I arg AZ I G 01, I arg Z I d B, f(2) < 0 =P z = 0. 
Proof. Let (U, , V, , WI0 ,..., W,O) be an optimal solution to the dual (D). 
Let for a vector U there exist E, 7 and y such that 
U=E-Tj 
where 
I arg t I < 42 - Y, I arg 71 I G 742 - Y, 
and y is a real n x 1 vector of constraints satisfying 0 < y < r/2. With this 
substitution problem (D) becomes (D’): 
Maximize 
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subject to 
+ iQiWi+ D 
i=l II 
= / arg (L*Y + %tlQiW, + D) 1 d rr/2 - fly (3.12) 
where 
(b*, 0,O) = I?*, (- A*, S, - S) = L*, 
r=(i -3 -3, and (:r=Y*. 
Since (U, , V, , W,O) i = l,..., r is an optimal solution for (D), it implies that 
(YO, wlo,..., W,o) is optimal for (D’), where 
uo = to - 70. 
Consider the following program: 
Minimize 
Re[B*Y - Y*rYO + 4 Y”*PYo], 
subject to 
/ arg (L*Y + i pWi + D) 1 < n/2 - /3 
i=l 
(3.13) 
w,*pw, < 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., Y, 
1 arg Y 1 < ~rj2 - 6. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 we can show that (Y”, Wlo,..., W,O) is an 
optimal solution to the problem (3.12) iff (YO, Wlo,..., Wro) is an optimal 
solution for (3.13). 
Now consider the program: 
Maximize 
W’, W, I..., W,.) = Re(B*Y - Y*I’YO), (3.14) 
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subject to the constraints of (3.12), then the program (3.13) and (3.14) have 
the same optimal solution. (3.14) can be written as: 
Minimize 
- G(Y, WI ,..., W,) = (- B*Y + Y*rYo), (3.15) 
subject to 
j arg (L*Y + i PWi + D) 1 < 74 - B, 
i=l 
wi*pwi < 1, 
( arg Y 1 < n/2 - 6. 
i = 1, 2 )...) r, 
(3.15) is the dual of the following problem [4]: 
Maximize 
F,(Z) = Re (- D*Z - gl (Z*~Z)l/z), 
subject to 
I arg[(- B + F*YO) - LZJJ < 6, 
Since the hypothesis HI is satisfied we have 
I arg Z I < B. (3.16) 
I ard- LZ)I < 6 I arg Z I GA 1 - F,(Z)l < 0 =b- 2 = 0. (3.17) 
Then by the duality theorem [4, Theorem 3.21 if (Y”, Wlo,..., W,.O) is an 
optimal solution of the problem (3.15) and if (3.17) is satisfied, then there 
exist Z, which maximizes the problem (3.16) and their extreme values are 
equal, i.e., 
Re [- D*Z, - i (Zo*pIZo)l@] = Re[- B*YO + YO*FYO]. (3.18) 
i=l 
Now substituting the expression for Y”, I’, and B, we obtain 
(3.19) 
= Re [- D*Z, - $I (Zo*Q”Zo)llz] . 
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Also from the constraints of (3.16) we have 
I arg(- b + 4Jl d 01, 
Re[S(& - qo) - S.&l = 0 - Re(SZ,J = Re[S(& - q,)] 
= Re(SU,), 
(3.20) 
i.e., 2, is feasible for (P) and (3.19) can be written as 
Re[-- b*V, + (5, - d* S(&, - d = Re [- 0*4 - gI G*P&,)l~p] , 
or 
Re(- b*V,, + Z,,*SZ,J = Re [- D*Z,, - $I (z,,*Q"z,,)~~"] , 
or 
Re[b*V, - 4 U,*SU,,] = Re [D*Z,, + i (Z,,*QiZo)1/2 + +Z,,*SZ,] , 
i=l 
where the last equality is obtained on using (3.20). 
The equality of the values of objective functions implies that Z,, is optimal 
solution for the primal problem (P). This completes the proof. 
PARTICULAR CASES 
I. If S = 0 and we replace A, b, D by --A, --b, -D, respectively, and 
r = 1. The dual problems can be written as: 
(Primal) 
Minimize 
f(Z)= Re[- D*Z+(2*Q1Z)1/2], 
subject to 
I arg(-- AZ + b)l < a, I arg Z I < B. 
(Dual) 
Maximize 
g(V, W) = Re(- b*V), 
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subject to 
1 arg(- A*V + Q’W, - O)l < n/2 - /3, 
W,*Q’W, < 1, 
( arg V 1 < n/2 - 01. 
These problems can again be written as: 
(Primal) 
Maximize 
subject to 
-f(Z) = Re[D*Z - (Z*QIZ)l!p], 
(Dual) 
Minimize 
I arg@ - AZ)1 < a, I arg Z I d 8. 
subject to 
- g( V, W) = Re(b* V), 
Iarg(A*~--+Q1Wl)I~~/2-~, 
W,*Q’W, < 1, 
1 arg V I < ~rj2 - 01, 
which are the dual problems considered by Bhatia and Kaul [4]. 
II. If Qi = 0, i = l,...) r, then problems reduce to: 
(Primal) 
Minimize 
subject to 
f(2) = Re(D*Z + 4 Z*SZ), 
(Dual) 
Maximize 
I argW - @ < a, I arg Z I < 8. 
subject to 
g(lJ, V) = Re(b*V- Z$ lJ*SU), 
1 arg(- A*V + SU + O)/ < i7/2 - /?, 
1 arg V I < m/2 - (Y, 
which are the dual quadratic problems discussed by Hanson and Mond [6]. 
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III. If p = 0, i = I,..., r, and S = 0, then the problems reduce to: 
(Primal) 
Minimize 
subject to 
f(2) = Re(D*Z), 
(Dual) 
Maximize 
I argW - b)l < 04 I arg 2 I < B. 
subject to 
g(V) = Re(b*V), 
I a&- A*V + Ql d 742 - A 
1 arg V ] < T/Z - (Y, 
which are the problems considered by Levinson [ 11. 
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